
 

 

Behaviour Management Procedures  

Outstanding behaviour results in outstanding learning. Every child deserves the right to high quality 

teaching to enable them to achieve their potential. To achieve this, every class will follow the same 

rewards and sanctions procedure to ensure clarity and consistency for all. 

 

Principle: 

Virtually all children behave well; therefore they will be rewarded each day. The minority of children                

who do not behave well will have sanctions.  

 

REWARD PROCESS  
We have a range of positive behaviour systems which operate simultaneously. 

 

Good to be Green 

● There will be a display in each classroom which outlines this system - a three               

coloured behaviour display. 

● How this is displayed is up to the class teacher (it can continue from the ‘cloud                

system’ but must incorporate these three colours for consistency through the           

school.) 

● Every child begins each day in the Green zone (new day, new start!). Each child               

stays in this zone if they do everything that is expected of them. At the end of                 

the day this is recorded in class by the ‘pupil of the week’. 

 

SANCTION PROCESS 

There is a minority of children who display behaviour that is inappropriate (disrupting lessons,              

wasting time, spoiling other children’s playtime and lack of respect). The following is to act as a                 

deterrent.  

 

STAGE 1 – Good to be Green 

● Every child begins each day in the Green zone (new day, new start!). Each child stays in this                  

zone if they do everything that is expected of them.  

 

 

● Where a child displays inappropriate behaviour, they will receive a warning. A further             

example of misbehaviour means they will be moved to the Amber zone. Once a child has                

moved into this zone they can move out, and back to green, if their behaviour improves. 
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Warning  

1st Verbal warning 

2nd Move to amber 

3rd Verbal warning 

4th Move to red 



● A further warning can be given, but where behaviour doesn’t improve, or for more serious               

inappropriate behaviour, a child will be moved into the Red zone where immediate             

sanctions will be put in place.  

● They will miss their next lunchtime and be sent to detention in the library with a detention                 

note completed by the class teacher/ member of staff who distributes the sanction. The              

note will indicate details of the unwanted       

behaviours and be recorded on CPOMS by       

the detention supervisor. (ADDENDUM)    

During the current restrictions, the child      

will be kept within the classroom and       

supervised by the members of staff within       

the class. 

● Detention will be supervised by two      

Teaching Assistants on a split lunch time       

basis. The child will spend the whole lunch        

time supervised and be given the opportunity to reflect upon their actions. During             

detention, children must complete a Detention form which has questions relating to their             

behaviour and how to change this etc. They will go into lunch after the final class go in and                   

then return to the library once they have finished lunch - they will be accompanied by a                 

supervising adult at all times. (ADDENDUM) During the current restrictions, the child will go              

into lunch with their classmates. 

 

NB: This is not to be used for finishing work or missed homework. Finishing work is the                 

responsibility of the class teacher and missing homework should be referred to homework club. 

 

STAGE 2 – further sanctions 

Where unwanted behaviours are identified on a more regular basis, additional sanctions will be              

utilised: 

 

● DETENTION for a set number of days above the initial detention for entering the Red zone. 

● Behaviour monitoring report. A child will be placed upon report. If a child is placed upon                

report, a behaviour mentor will be appointed (this will not be the child’s class teacher). The                

behaviour mentors will formally touch base with the class teachers/children on daily basis             

and SLT on a weekly basis. At this time the parents of the pupil will be informed of this                   

decision and invited into school to meet with the behaviour mentor, class teacher and HT to                

discuss and help to improve their child’s behaviour.  

● (ADDENDUM) During the current restrictions, the parents will be invited to a telephone             

conversation to discuss their child’s behaviour. 

● A child will only come off report when it is agreed by ALL PARTIES that their behaviour has                  

improved enough to warrant it. This is to be reviewed regularly. 

 

A behaviour report will track a child’s behaviour. If it does not improve then one of the following                  

can be imposed: 

● A decision could be made by the SLT that the child will miss an activity they are motivated by                   

i.e. if they have been selected for a sports team or school trip. The class teacher can                 

recommend to the SLT that this action might be used. 

● Internal exclusion with another class. The child would be dropped off at the school entrance. 

● Fixed term exclusion – work provided by the school to be completed during exclusion  

● Permanent exclusion 

● (ADDENDUM) During the current restrictions, the child will not be able to go into another               

class as this will be mixing bubbles. They will work in isolation for a set period of time                  

outside the classroom. 

 

In virtually all cases, any of the above can take place if the child is on report however extreme                   

behaviour could result in such sanctions being used without a child reaching the report stage. 



 

GREEN TREAT - End of each half term  

● Each class will have a record on display of where the children end each day for the half term.                   

At the end of the day, the Pupil of the Week must colour each child’s relevant box with the                   

appropriate colour (if they are absent, they are left blank). 

● At the end of the week, any child with 5 green boxes will receive a note/certificate from the 

class teacher.  

● At the end of each half term, classes or Year groups will have the opportunity to treat all                  

children who have been in GREEN for the entirety to a fun activity on the Friday afternoon.  

● Children who have been in AMBER on more than three          

occasions will miss part of their green treat, but will          

remain supervised by the class teacher. Should a child         

be placed into AMBER on five occasions or more then          

the sanction will be in line with those children placed in           

the RED zone.  

● Children who have been placed in RED during the half          

term on more than two occasions will miss the whole          

of the half termly green treat (unless they can show a           

significant improvement in their attitude and the SLT        

agree). 

  

Children in Y2-Y6 (and in exceptional circumstances children in         

Y1) who are to miss the treat will be sent to a central place within school to reflect on the reason(s)                     

that they are missing this treat. Here the children will write the reason(s) and hand this to the                  

member of staff  who will supervise the children.  

 

● (ADDENDUM) During the current restrictions, these children will be in the hall and             

separated by class groups to avoid mixing bubbles. 

 

We will continue to celebrate pupil success using the following: 

 

● Pupil of the Week 

● Gold Book 

● Hot Chocolate & Cookies  

● Happy Helpers (Lunchtime staff to ensure even spread of 

classes) 

● Achievement Awards in Gold Book Assembly 

● Line up cup 

Reception & Y6 will continue ‘Buddy Time’ as and when applicable. 

Nursery will continue their rewards such as Kindness Jar etc. 

● (ADDENDUM) During the current restrictions, the hot       

chocolate and cookies will be sent home in a sealed bag. If a             

child working remotely achieves it, they will receive an IOU          

and their reward will be given once they are back in school.            

There will be no Happy Helpers award during this time. Gold Book Assembly will be remote                

and focus on Gold Book winners only. Line up cup is cancelled until restrictions are lifted. 

 

● (ADDENDUM) During the current restrictions, children working remotely are still subject to            

our Good to be Green system. Pupils can still be given warnings for behaviour etc, as well                 

as being rewarded for good behaviour. Parents of any child consistently on amber or red               

who is working remotely will be contacted by a member of the SLT to discuss next steps. 


